
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But I can't see what particular ambition you __________________ in filling
any of the positions you've applied for.
1.

(realize)
'd be realizing

A terrible crisis was coming, in which it ________________________ that
he should submit himself either to his eldest sister, or to the Dean.
2.

(not/become)

would not be becoming

So he had walked in the old days, but he had no dreams now of what lay
beyond the hills, and Joyce _______________________ among the firs.
3.

(not/wait)
would not be waiting

The women that went by wore the fashions she ___________________
now.
4.

(wear)
would be wearing

They were together then and some were not certain that the older one was
certain that any one ______________________ the younger one.
5.

(protect)would be protecting

They _________________ in the wind now, of course.6. (whip)'d be whipping

I have no comfort of them in the still hours of the day when I
______________________ them to myself.
7.

(whisper)would be whispering

I am afraid that he __________________ his respects to me in a very
rough way.
8.

(pay)
would be paying

Well he knew they ___________________ up the mountain to the rescue.9.
(tear)

would be tearing

In a few minutes she ____________________ in agony again.10. (writhe)would be writhing

I knew you ___________________, so I won't give you the excuse.11.
(hang on)

'd be hanging on

He had a queer notion that if he put his arm around her and told her not to
worry over things women were not created to attend to he
______________________ his feelings better than in any other way.

12.

(express)
would be expressing
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These were the soldiers he ___________________ in the immediate
future and the prospects looked grim.
13.

(command)
'd be commanding

She said she _________________ along.14. (go)would be going

If he were at home, he _________________ about quietly.15. (go)would be going

That might not be a delicate way out of it, but it ___________________
the truth.
16.

(tell)
would be telling

In a few moments he ____________________ probably beside his
corpse.
17.

(stand)
would be standing

He __________________ a certain chance, considering the newspaper
interest and all the local resentment over the case.
18.

(take)
would be taking

The light soon ___________________ bad for shooting.19. (get)would be getting

She _________________ in her bed asleep, too secure in her glad
confidence to wonder over it.
20.

(lie)
would be lying
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